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Abstract 
 
Any particular aspect of a society can be represented as an ordered pair of the following view: 
<A; Ω> where A is the set of members of society, and Ω is the set of relations defined upon A. 
In the case of the system of ruling the Ω set can be formed by the following two relations: 
direct communication with the center of decision making and immediate influence on the 
center of decision making. And thus, any system of ruling can be represented as a 3D vector (x, 
y, z) where x is the number of people belonging to the considered society, y is the proportion 
of people who can directly communicate with the decision-making center, and z is the 
proportion of people who can immediately influence on the decision-making center. The 
degree of resemblance of two systems of ruling is the degree of resemblance of the 
corresponding vectors. 
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1. Introduction  
 
In all societies in all epochs exist different systems of ruling in one form or another; they can be 
more or less formalized, can be implemented in a more or less evident form.  
Any society and any particular aspect of a society can be represented as an ordered pair of the 
following view: <A; Ω> where A is the set of members of a society, and Ω is the set of relations 
defined upon A.  
In the case of systems of ruling the set of Ω can be formed by the following two relations: 
direct communication and immediate influence.  
Of course, systems of ruling can be described by many other relations, but direct 
communication and immediate influence can be relatively easily detectable even through 
different indirect signs, and also direct communication and immediate influence form a pretty 
universal system, i.e.: many other relations can be reduced to this pair.  
 
Any communication and any influence can be represented in the following view: a → b; both 
these relations are unsymmetrical (a → b ≠ b → a), reflexive (a → a), and transitive (if a → b, 
and b → c, then a → c).  
 
2. Some illustrations  
 
In order to explain the idea, I show some examples.  
Let there is a prehistoric (Neolithic) society S1, a local group of about 20 people.  
This group has no formal hierarchy, and so every member can directly communicate with any 
other member and any member of the group can immediately influence any other member of 
the group. 
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It is convenient to estimate the proportion of people belonging to a certain society who can 
directly communicate and immediately influence on the decision-making center.   
 
In the case of S1 there is no formal decision-making center, and all 20 people belonging to the 
group can directly communicate and influence each other.  
And thus, it is possible to represent S1 as the following so 3D vector (20, 1, 1) where the first 
component is the number of members of the society, the second component is the proportion 
of people who can directly communicate with the decision-making center, and the third 
component is the proportion of people who can immediately influence on it. 
 
Now let there is a society of Late Neolithic Age – Early Bronze Age – S2 that counts 1000 
members and that has a certain hierarchy, i.e.: has someone that can be considered as a chief, 
and also has a council of elders. Let the council consists of 10 members. Ordinary members of 
the society can directly communicate with any other member except the chief, also they can 
immediately influence any other member except the chief, i.e.: ordinary members can 
communicate with the chief and influence the chief only through the council. The chief and 
members of the council can directly communicate with any member and can immediately 
influence any member of the society. And thus, the 3D vector for S2 is the following (1000, 
0.011, 0.011). 
 
I suppose it is more convenient to take into account not the actual number of people in a 
certain society/group/state, but take into consideration the order of magnitude; this is more 
convenient when will be compared societies with a noticeable difference in the number of 
members, and so S1 becomes (101, 1, 1) and S2 becomes (103, 0.011, 0.011). 
 
Another example can be a state of the Late Bronze Age or of Classical Antiquity. Let there is a 
state of about 100000 – 500000 people. The state is ruled by a king/queen, also there is a 
council of about 100 people which members can directly communicate with the king, but 
actually can’t influence on his/her decisions, but there are also about 10 close friends of the 
king/queen who can immediately influence on his/her decisions. This system can be described 
by the following 3D vector: S3 (105, 0.0011, 0.0001). 
 
In any modern state only a very little proportion of people can immediately influence the 
decision-making center. For instance, the population of the USA can conventionally be 
represented as 108 people, but only about 103 of USA citizens can directly communicate with 
the president and immediately influence on decisions (members of congress, members a 
cabinet and so on), and thus, the ruling system of USA can be represented as the following 3D 
vector: S4 (108, 10-5, 10-5) 
 
3. Comparison of vectors  
 
And now it is possible to estimate the degrees of resemblance of different systems of ruling by 
comparing corresponding 3D vectors. 
 
If there are two vectors (x, y, z) and (x1, y1, z1), then the degree of resemblance (DR) is 
estimated according to the following formula: 
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Systems of ruling of a Neolithic local group and a Late Neolithic tribe demonstrate the 
following degree of resemblance:  S1 ~ S2 = (101, 1, 1) ~ (103, 0.011, 0.011) = (10/1000 + 0.011/1 
* 2)/3 ≈ 0.01. 
 
The system of ruling of Neolithic tribe and that of Classical Antiquity demonstrate the following 
degree of resemblance: S1 ~ S3 = (101, 1, 1) ~ (105, 0.0011, 0.0001) = (10/105 + 0.0011/1 + 
0.0001/1)/3 = (0.0001 + 0.0011 + 0.0001)/3 ≈ 0.0004. 
 
The system of ruling of a Neolithic local group and that of the USA demonstrate the following 
degree of resemblance: 
S1 ~ S4 = (101, 1, 1) ~ (108, 10-5, 10-5) = (10/108 +10-5/1*2)/3 = (0.0000001 + 0.00002)/3 = 
0.0000067. 
 
The system of ruling of a Late Neolithic tribe and that of Classical Antiquity demonstrate the 
following degree of resemblance: 
S2 ~ S3 = (103, 0.011, 0.011) ~ (105, 0.0011, 0.0001) = (103/105 + 0.0011/0.011 + 0.0001/0.011)/3 
= (0.01 + 0.1 + 0.009)/3 ≈ 0.04. 
 
The system of ruling of a Late Neolithic tribe and that of the USA demonstrate the following 
degree of resemblance:  
S2 ~ S4 = (103, 0.011, 0.011) ~ (108, 10-5, 10-5) = (103/108 + 10-5/0.011 + 10-5/0.011)/3 = (0.00001 
+ 0.0009*2)/3 ≈ 0.0006. 
 
The system of ruling of Classical Antiquity and that of USA demonstrate the following degree of 
resemblance:  S3 ~ S4 = (105, 0.0011, 0.0001) ~ (108, 10-5, 10-5) = (0.001 + 0.009 + 0.1)/3 ≈ 0.03.  
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The method of comparing ruling systems described in this text is quite rough since it pays 
attention to the very key points and omits many details, so any new parameters can be added 
if there is a need, the system can be adjusted for a more precise expression of certain 
parameters, but anyway, with this method conclusions about closeness/resemblance of 
different ruling systems cease to be speculative. 
 
In the method proposed above only local thresholds can be used, i.e.: a certain degree of 
resemblance can be the threshold for some compared systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


